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ABU HAMID said, Glory be to God who has preserved us 

from error and made known to us the stumbling block of the 

ignorant. And may praise be uttered for him who is the most 

distinguished of the exalted ones. You have asked ne, my 

brother, for a thorough exposition, which would contain a 

refutation of the philosophers - the contradiction of their 

opinions, and (the disclosure of) their hidden errors and 

mistakes. But you cannot hope to refute them before you know 

their doctrines and study their dogmas, for to grasp the 

faisehood of certain doctrines before having a complete 

understanding of them is absurd. Such an effort leads only 

to blindness and error. Therefore, before entering upon a 

refutation of the philosophers, I ddemed it nccessary 

to present an exposition and a full description of their ideas 

of the logical, physical and metaphysical sciences without, how- 

ever, distinguishing between the true and the false. My sole 

intention is to set forth the purport of their words without 

prolix and so I omit glosses and additions, I shell set forth 

their ideas in expository and descriptive form adding what they 

consider to be proofs. The purpose of this book is to give an 

account of the Meanings Of The Philosophers; and that is its title. 

Know, first, that their sciences are divided into four classes; 

the mthematical, the logical, the physical and the metaphysical. 

The mathematical sciences deal with arithmetic and geometry. 

There is nothing in the theorems of arithmetic and geometry which 

contradicts truth, nor are they subject to disagreement and denial, 

Since this is so, it is not our intention to deal with them, and we 

will not trouble to deai with then. ‘In metaphysics most of their 

‘eae contradict truth, and the true occurs only sporedically.



In the logical sciences most of their propositions are correct and 

error occurs only sporadically; here they deviate from truth only in 

so far as their conventions and assumptions are concerned, but not 

in so far 4s 

the objects and.purposes are concerned. For the purpose of 

the logical sciences is to correct the methods of logical 

promf. On this sl1 logicians are agreed. In the physical 

sciences the true mingles with the felse and right resembles 

error; no judgement is possible. What must be regarded as 

false will be explained in the al-Tah@fut. Know then that what 

we shall set forth will be a general and unqualified account 

without examination of what is true and what is false. Only 

after we have completed the exposition will we begin, earnestly 

and with zeal, a separate book, to be called ak Tahéfut 

al falasifa, . if God will. Now we shall begin with the 

exposition of logic and its assumptions. 

TREATISE ON LOGIC. 

ABU HAMID SAID: Introduction to an exposition of logic, 

its parts and its vale. 

EXPOSITION: Although the sciences are divided into many 

branches they may be reduced to two; conception and judgement. 

Conception consists of grasping the essence of things desig- 

nated by uncombined words by way of mking something under 

stood and asserting a truth. As for example the grasping of 

the object designated by the word “body*,'tree', ‘angel’, 

tspirit’, and the like. But judgement is e.g. the knowledge 

that "That the world was created," that "The believers will 

be rewarded and the rebellious will be punished." Every 

judgement is of necessity preceded by two concepts. For



without understanding either ‘world' and its definition, or 

‘ereated' and its definition one cannot possibly assert that 

it was created. But the word 'created', when its meaning 

cannot be properly conceived, is like the word 'preated', 

for example. For if it were asserted that "The world was 

preated,” it would be impossible to affirm or deny it. For 

how oan that which is not understood 

be negated or confirmed? The same is true of the word "world' 

when it is repleced by a meaningless word. Every conception 

and judgement is further divided into that which is grasped 

immediately without investigation and reflection and into that 

which results only from investigation and reflection. That 

which is apprehended without investigation is e.g, ‘things’, | 

‘peings' etc. Tint which results fron investigation is, e.g. 

the realigation of the true nature of 'spirit', ‘angei', ‘truth’, 

‘elements’ and the conception of those things whose essences 

are hidden. Judgements that are immediately affirmed are 6.6. 

the assertions that ‘Two is more than one,” or that "Things 

equal to the same thing are eqial to each other." To this 

may be added judgements accepted on the basis of sense per- 

ception or authority and judgements which are embraced by 

people without preliminary investigation or reflection. All 

these judgements are reducible to thirteen clesses and will 

be revealed later in their proper place, if God Wills. ‘The 

judgement which is grasped through reflection is e«g, the 

affirmtion thet "The "world was weated,” or that “Material 

podies were created", or that "There is reward and punishment 

for good and evil deeds," ete. A conception that is made 

possible only through investige tion is arrived at only by



definition.\: And judgement that is made possible only thraigh 

investigation is arrived at only by argumentation. Each 

one of them must be preceded by undoubted knowledge. Yor when 

we do not understand the concept tman' and we ask "What is 

mangrand are told "He is a rational animal," them the concept 

‘enimelt ani the concept "rational should both be known to 

us so that from both these concepts we arrive at the knowledge 

of the wiknown concent 'man'. ‘shen we doubt that "The world 

was created" and proof is adduced that "The world has form," and 

that, "whatever has form was created,” and therefore the "The 

world was created,” then this proof will not give us any 

knowledge we did not have before concerning the creation of 

the world, unless this proof is preceded by the two judgements 

that "The world has form” and thet "Whatever »as form was 

ereated.”" Thus by these two affirm-tions we gain knowledge we 

did not have before. Conse;uently, it is hereby established 

that all imowledge which is acquired through investigation 

results only from a preceding knowledge. But there cannot be 

an infinite regress. For it 1s impossible not to arrive at 

first principles which occur in the intellect without ‘ 

investigation and reflectiog. This is the introduction to 

logic. 

ABU HAMID SAID: THE VALUE OF LOGIC. Now that it has been 

established that the unknown 

follows only from the known, it mest be understood that not 

every unknown will result from every known, but for every 

unknown there is a particular known which is related to it. 

Ths re is a method of bringing it into the intellect and this 

method makes the unknown known. That which yields affirming



conceptual knowledge is called definition or description. 

And thet which leads t affirming knowledge is called argu- 

mentation. To the Atter belong the syllogism, induction 

example, etc. Every definition and every syllogism is divided 

into that which is true, and gives certainty, and that which 

is false, but resembles truth. Therefore, the knowledge of 

logic will furnish us with the criteria by which we may dis- 

tinguish between the sound and the unsound definition and syl- 

logism, so that by it we may distinguish between certain and un- 

certain knowledgs. It is, as it were the weights and scales 

of all knowledge. But you cannot differentiate increase from . 

decrease, gain from loss, in knowledge which is not weighed 

on these scales, You might demr and say tat, while the 

value of logic is that it discriminates between knowledge 

and ignorance - or what value is knowledges? the answer is 

that ali values 

are contemptible compared witheternal bliss, which is the 

ultimate bliss and depends on perfection of the soul. This 

perfection is of a two-fold character: ornementation and 

purification. Purification consists of cleansing (the soul) 

of mean virtues and ridding it of vices. Ornementation consists 

of engraving on the soul the ornament of truth, so that there 

will be revealed to it the divine truths, nay the whole of 

existence in its proper order, with a complete and true knowledge 

corresponding to reality, free from ignorance and error. It 

is like the mirror, the serfection of which lies in the fact 

that beautiful forms may be seen in it as they really are, 

without perversion or change. This is effected by xeeping if 

clean of dirt and rust and further by having beautiful forms



placed in front of it. The soul is a mirror in which the 

forms of the whole of Existence are impressed when it is freed 

of the mean virtues and cleansed and polished. But to distinguia 

the praigsworthy from the blamewortay virtues is possible only 

through knowledge. Thus the engraving of the whole of 

Existence on the soul is made possible only through knowledge; 

there is no way of reaching it except through logic. Therefore, 

logic serves to acquire knowleage, and knowledge 

gains for us eternal bliss, Since it is true that eternal 

bliss may be traced back to the soul made perfect by puri- 

fication and ornamentation, logic, then, without doubt is of 

extra-ordinary value. 

THE PARTS CF LOGIC aD ITS STRUCTURE 

will become clear a statement of its purpose; viz. defi- 

nition, the syllogism and the differentiating between the true 

and the false in both of these. The more important of the 

two is the syllogism, which is composed of two premises, for 

a syllogism is constructed out of two premises, as will be seen 

in what follos. Every premise contains a subject and a predi- 

eate, and every subject and every predicate isa term which 

clearly designates a concept. He who wishes to grasp that which 

is combined, whether it is a real object or only an object 

of thought, mst put the uncombined parts first. Just as the 

builder of a house mst prepare wood, bricks, and clay, and 

bring the uncombined and the particuler first - and then con~ 

cern himself with building - so is the process of knowing 

in relation to the mown. For it is an image corresponding 

to the known. Therefore, he who strives after knowledgs of



the combined mst first strive after knowledge of the un- 

combined. It follows from this that we mat deal first with 

terms and the muner in which they designate concepts; then 

with the concepts themselves and their divisions; then with 

the proposition composed of a subject and a predicate, and 

its divisions; then wth a syllogism, which is composed of 

two premises. We will discuss the syllogism in two chapters, 

In one We will deal with its matter, and in the other with its 

form, as will follow. 

This is the subject matter included in ur presentation of 

logic. It contains five chaptera. 

GHAPTER I 
CONCRANING THE MRANING OF TRANS 

This theme will de explained in five sectims. 

Section 1, The term designates the idea in three differ- 

ent ways. One of them is by congruence, as when the term house 

designates the idea of house compl tely. The second is by in~ 

clusion, as when the term "house" designates "wall". For the 

term “wall” expresses only what it means by congruence, and desig~ 

nates it accordingly. But the term horse also designates it, ex- 

cept that it differs in the manner of designation. The third is 

by means of connotations, as when the term "ceiling" desig- 

nates wall. This method differs from the method of congruence 

and inclusion. The latter two are employed, though not 

connotations. Connotations imply other connotations and there- 

fore may be applied to an indefinite number of connotations 

withat arriving at any definite meaning.



designates a wall, since the existence of the ceiling presupposes 

@ wall upon which the ceiling may rest. Therefore, a wall is also 

called a ceiling. He said that this should not be employed because 

the Sonnotation may have a further connotation. The foundation 

may be called both ‘ceiling’ end 'the interior of the house’. Thus 

no definite meaning would be arrived at. 

Section 2. The term is divided into the incomplex and the 

complex. The incomplet is a term no part of which designates 

any part of the congept, e.g-, "man" (Enosh). For neither part 

of the term, whether "en" or "nosh," designates any part of the 

kurmy concept "man", in contradistinction to the statement 

*Reuben's son" and "Reuben walks," where the "son" which is part 

_ of the sentencs, designates a concept and "Reuben" designates a 

concept. when you say "Abd-Ullah,” if the word is a kuny&}, it 

is incomplex because you mean by it onl, what you mean when you 

say “Zaid,” but if you meen a natat then it is a complex term. 

For all who bear the name *Abd-Ulleh are reully servants of God. 

Therefore, this expression is in essence homonymous, sometimes 

it serves as a designation - and then it is incomplex, and 

sometimes it serves as an attribute, and then it is complex. 

TEIRD SECTION: The term is divided into the particular 

end the universal. The essential (nefesh) meaning of the par- 

ticular excludes ambiguity, e.g.. "This Zaid," and "this horse,” 

and "this tree." The essential meaning of the universal does 

not exclude ambiguity, e.g., "the horse," "the tree,* "the 

man." If there were only one horse in the world 

"the horse" would still be a universal since its ambiguity is 

potential though not actual, It becomes particular when ym 

say, “this horse", Therefore, were you to say "the sun” it



wuld be a universal, If you were to assume the existence of 

other suns, they would be inolnded under this term which would 

not be the case with "this sun", 

FOURTH SECTION; The term is divided into verb, noun and 

syncategoremtic term. The logicians called the verb a 

categorematic term, and the particle a syncategorematic term, 

Both noun and verb differ from the syncategorematic term in that 

they are complete and understandable in themselves, which 

is not the case with the syncategorematic term; for if you are 

asked, "Who enters” and you answer, "Zaid," the answer is clear 

and comple te. Or when ym are asked, "What did Zaid do,” and 

ym answer, “He struck", the answer is complete. But if 

you were asked, "Where is Zaid", 

and you answer, "in™ , or "on", ‘the answer is incomplete as 

long as you do not add “in the house” or “on the roof". The 

meaning of the particle becomes clear in connection with other 

things and not in itseif. The verb differs from the now in 

thet the former designates the action, and the time of the 

action; . ‘ana the time @& the action, e.g., “He struck". The 

verb designates the striking and that it ceourred in the past,_ 

while the noun, é.g., "the horse","the striking", "health", 

does not indicate time. But if it should be said, e.g., that 

the words "yesterday", "last night", also indicate time 

and therefore they should be verbs, the answer is that the verb 

is that which designates the ection and the time of the action. 

But the time indicated by "last night", is the action itself, 

not the time in which the action took place. Were "last night", 

to indicate that the concept "last night", took place in time -



Which is not the meaning of "last night", then it would be main- 

tained that it is a verb, and it would agree vith the definition 

of a & verb. 

FIFTH SECTION: Words in relation to their meaning are 

divided into five classes; univocal, synonymous, equivocal, 

homonymous and distinct. “animal”, for exam>le, is univocal 

for it has the sams meaning when applied to “horse,” "ox", and 

"man", without any differentiation as to strength and weakness, 

priority and succession because animality is the same for all. 

Similarly, the term "man" is applicable to Zaid, ‘Amr, Khalid, and 

Bakr. Synonyms are different words applicable to the same 

object, e.g. layish, aryeh, (lion,) chemar, yayin (win}. Distinct 

tems are different words used for different objects. %.g., 

the words “horse,” "ox," "sky," refer to different objects. 

4 homonym is a word applicable to different objects, e.g. the 

word "ain," meaning "eye," “sunbeam,” and "spring of water.” 

Equivoceal temms fluctuate between homonyms and univocal terms. 

Existence for exumple, in relation to essence and accident, 

is not like the word "ain," which designates objects that have 

nothing in common. It belongs to accident as well as to 

essence. Nor is it like a univocal, since animality inheres in 

the essence of horse and man in the same manner while Existence 

inheres in essence first and then, though its mediation, in 

accident. Therefore, it inheres by priority and by succession. 

Sometimes because of its fluctuation, it is called emphibolous. 

We shall limit ourselves in this chapter to incomplex terms.



CHAPTER IL 

CONCERNING UNIVERSALS: THE DIFFERENCE IN 
THEIR RELATIONSHIPS aND THEIR PARTS: 

When we sey "This man is an animal and white™ we recog- 

nize a difference between the relation @& animality to him 

and the relation of whiteness. The relation of aninality 

ascribed to objects is called an essential relation. The re- 

lation of whiteness ascribed to objects is called an accidental 

quality. For every universal concept which is applicable to 

a particular subsumed under it is either essentiel or 

accidental. No concept is essential as long as it is not of 

a three-fold character, First: ‘When we know what the 

essential (of the universal) is and what the essential (of 

the perticular) is we can think of the subject (l.e. the 

particular) and know it only if we know thet the essential 

(of the universal) belongs to it. But we cannot know the 

particular without knowing the essential (of the universal). 

wxkexas tm tix )§=6Forxukem we know what the essence of man 

is only when we know what the essence of animal is, since 

we cannot know what man is unless we know what animal is. 

When we know what the meaning ef "number" is 

we know what the meaning of "four" is since we cannot 

know what "four" is without first knowing what "number" 

is. But if we replace the expression "animal" or nu nber" 

by "existence" or "white" we know the "four" without knowing 

whether it (exists) or not, or whether it is white or not. 

In other words, we way (even) doubt whether “four” exists 

in the world. ‘Yowever, tris doss aot prevent us fram knowing 

the essential meaning of "four". Similarly, we may know the 

essence of man without knowing that he is white or tht he



exists. But we cannot kno; man without Xnowing that he is 

animal. If our intellect fails to grasp this exam le 

because we are men and there are many i:en who exist, we can 

re.lace the word "man" by "crocodile" or eny other animal. 

It then becomes evident that existence is accidental to 

beings in general, while the comept of animal belongs to 

man as an essential. Similarly, color is essential to 

blackness and number to five. Second, xnow that there 

must first be a universal before a particular can be 

subsumed under it, whether this particular be a real 

object or an object of thought. For we know 

that there must first be "animal" before there can ve "man" 

or “horse,” and thet there must first be "number" before 

there can be "four" or "five." But one cannot say that 

there must first be lauwhter before there can be man. On 

the contrary, there must first bs a nun before laughter is 

possible. Mants laughing nature is an attribute, accidental 

to him, which follows fran his existence and is sinilar to 

his being an animal in that it inhsres in him and is 

inseparable fran him. But the difference between them 

is recognizable. jJithout animality there can be no man, 

dut we cannot say that there must first be laughter before 

there can be man. There must first be man tefore luughter 

is possible. This priority is not of a temgoral but rather 

of a logical order, since both occur at the same time. 

Thirdly, the essential cannot be caused. We cannot ask what 

has made man an animel, blackness a color or four a number. 

Man is an animal by virtue of is essence, aot because of 

the action of an agent; for if the latter were true one 

might assume



that this agent might mks = him a man without his being animal. 

But this is inconceivable, though it is conceivable that he cold 

be a man, without being a laughing man. The accidentai, however, 

is caused. One may ask: What has made man exist? This is a 

proper question, But it is not proper to ask: What has made 

him an animal? In other words, to ask: "What made man an ani- 

mal?" is like asking: "Whet made man a min?" For one may say 

he is a man by virtue of his essence, end similarly, he is an 

animal, by virtue of his essence. For "man" is a rational ani- 

mil, and there is no differance between asking: Whet made him 

m animal? He simply abbreviated the latter question by stating 

one of the two essential attributes and exclusing the other. 

In general, when the predtoate does not differ from the subject 

and they both proceed from its essence in the universal, we may 

not ask for its cause; for we my not ask; Why is the possible 

possible and the necessary necessary? But we may ask: Why does 

the possible exist? 

ANOTHER SECTION CONCERNING accidents in particular: 

The accidental is divided (into that which is separable from 

its subject and that which inheres permanently and inseparably, 

@sge the laughter of man, the duality of two and the angles of 

a triangle being equal to two right angles, They are inseparable 

from the concept of a triangle, inherent in it without being 

essential. The separable is divided into that whieh is slowly 

separable, ¢.g, the state of being a boy, youth or graybeard, 

and into that which is quickly separable, viz., the pallor 

of the coward and the flush of the shamsfaced one. 

The inseperable is divided into thet which is separable in 

thought but not in reldty, like the bleckness of the Ethicpian,



and into that which even in thought cannot be apprehended as 

being separable, like the indivisibility of the point, and 

the duality of four. Sometimes it is separable in thought but 

not in redity in another way, e.g., the angles of the triangle 

being e2ual to two right ungles, since one who does net 

ugderstand that may nevertheless understand a triangle. But 

it is impossible to understand the "four" unless it is 

combined with the understanding of duality, though all (the elements) 

are inherent. Because these exemples of the insezurable re- 

seuble essentials and may be mistaken for them, we ‘iave 

assembled these three cutegories to consider them together, 

so as to know dy their combination when a quality is essential 

and sot to have to relg on ons only. The accidental is 

divided into that which distinguishes its subject, e.g., the 

laughter of man, which is called a property, and thut which it 

has in common with others, .g., eating, in relation to man, 

whish is called a general accident. 

ANOTHER SECTION CONCERNING ESSENTIALS. From the point of 

view of universality and particularity, the essential is divided 

into that whioh is not subsumed uider anything more universal, 

and is called gems; into that under which nothing more parti~ 

cular is subsumed, and is called species; into th t which is 

the mean and is called «a species in relation to that which is 

above it, end a genus in relation to that which 1s underneath. 

The species under whieh no further species is subsumed is 

called the lowest species. The genus which is not subsumed 

under any other gems is called the highest genus. The 

highest genera thet are not subsumed under any other are ten 

in number, as Will appear. One is *subztance™ and nine are



accidents", Substance is the highest genus since there is 

nothing more universal abtside of "existence", which is acci- 

dental ani not essential. Genus is a term for the most univer- 

sal essential, Substance is divided into matter and non-metter, 

and matter is divided into the growing and non-growing. 

The growing is divided into plant and animal, and animal 

is divided into man and not-man. Thus, iourkemeextx substance 

is the highest gemus and man the lowest species. Piant and 

animal, which lie between, are called relative species and gems. 

Only man is called the lowest species because men differ 

only in accidental chabacteristics, e.g. boy, graybeard, 

long, short, wise man, fool. ‘These characteristics are 

accidental and ess ntial. Men differs fran the horse in 

egsence, am the color black differs from white in essence, 

but one black color does not differ in essence or mture 

from another black color. one is found in pitch and the other 

in a raven, its relation to the raven being accidental. go 

too, Zaid does not differ from tamr either .n being "man* or 

in any other essential thing save in being the son of another 

person or from another country, or of another color, size, 

or disposition. all these are acciaental churacteristics in 

accordance with the definition of accidental given above. 

ANOTHER SECTION CONCERNING ESSENTIALS: From another 

point of view, the essential is divided into thet which serves 

as an answer to the quet ion: What is it? when we mean by the 
question what is its real essence; and into thet which serves 

as @n answer to the quesion: What kind of thing is it? The 

first is called a gems or spectes, the second is calisd a 

difference, an example of the first is the answer, "animal"



to the question: What are they? after one has pointed to a 

horse, ah ox or & man, or 

a) The text has the following diagrem:: 

  

the answer "man" to the question: What are they? after the 

question has pdinted to Zaid, ‘amr or Khalid, An example of 

the second is the answer "rational". for when ons has pointed 

to man and aake; Wheat is he? and you answer, "animal" the 

gestion is incompletely answered, for Panimal" includes more 

then man. Whet ia necessary is that which differentiates his 

essence from others. The question is, therefore; What kind of 

animal is he? The answer is that he is rational. Rational, 

therefore, is the essential difference in answer to the 

qestion: Whet kind of thing is he? The combination of "animal" 

and “ratiomi" contains the real definition, for the definition . 

expresses what the person who asks apprehends as being the es- 

sence of the thing. If we replece "rational" by an accident 

which differentiates him from all other animals, e.g an animal 

of erect stature with wide nails and of a laughing disposition,



this defines hin and differentiates him from all other ani- 

mils, This is called description; and is of benefit only in 

awareness of differences. But by means of definition, the real 

essence cof a thing is investigated, and is attained only by 

stating all the essential differences. Awareness of differences 

is attained from the generally known and is sometimes attained 

ga by only one difference. The apprehension of essence, however, 

is attained only throu gh stating all of the differences. 

Sometimes there is more than one difference, so that when the 

questionzm concerns the essence of the thing, it is necessary 

to state these differences. #hoever, therefore, in defining 

"animal" says that it is a body, equipped with 4 soul and 

sentient, is stating characteristics which are essentiel, 

distinctive and of Zenerel application which may be inverted. 

“owever, he must add to it "that which moves by its own will,” 

so thet the stating of ess:ntial differences is exhausted by 

it and the apprehension of its true essence is canpleted. 

Now that the exnosition of defi:ition is understood, we 

shall point out the errors which may occur in definiticn. 

They occur when after having combined the nearest genus with 

all the essentizl differences in the proper order we define a 

thing by somethin: that is not clesrer than the thing itself, 

i.e., when you define a thing vy itself, or o7 something that 

is as obscure as the thing to be defiaea, or by saething that 

is more cbseure, or by sauething that is kaown only after the 

thing to be defiined is known. aa example of the first is 

the statement, in defining "time", that it is "duration of 

movement", for “time " is indeed "duration of movenent”. But 

he who does not uncerstand the comept of "#ime” does not,



therefore, understand what ‘"“duration of movement” means and 

whut the concept of duration is. «an example of the second 

is the statement that whiteness . 

is the opposite of blackness, making the thing known by its 

opposite. Sut when the thing is unknown its ozposite is 

unknown, for its opposite is «es unknown as the thing itsclr. 

Defining whiteness by blacknes: first is no clearer then def- 

ining blackness by its opposite. an example of the third is 

the statement when defining "fire," thut it is tthe element 

Which is similar to the soul". as is well knovn, the concept 

of "soul" is more obscure than that of "fire"; hmm, imax 

how, then, can the latter be known through the former? an 

example of the fourth is the definition of somthing by what 

is made kno-n only by it. For example, the definition cf "sun": 

A star which shines during the da;. ‘me word "dayn is ment- 

ioned in defining "sun", though it is understood only after 

understanding the word "sun". For the real definition of 

"day" is; the time during which the sun is over the earth. 

We must be careful of these importaat things in our definitions. 

From what has been said above, it followsthat the essential is 

divided into three classes: genus, species and difference; und 

the accidentel into two classes: o>roperty and genernl 

eharacteristics. It is thus established thet the parts of the 

incomplem universuls are five in number and are culled the five 

incomplex ‘terms, They are: genus, species, difference, 

accident and »roperty. 

TRE THIRD CHAPTER---CONCERNING THE combining of the 

incomplex and the kinds of sropositions: Incamplex words may



‘ox combine to form sentences. We shall be concerned only with 

one kind of sentence - that which maxes a statement. It is 

called a proposition or an enunciative sentence, truth and 

falsity being appliceble to it. The stutement "The world 

was created", may be true, and the statement "Man is a stone” 

may be false. Or when you say "if the sun rises" then the 

statement "the stars are invisible” is true, and the statement 

‘The stars are visible", following the sume condition, ts\felse. 

The statement *The world either was created or is eternal" is 

true. But the statement "Reuben is either in Sedersh or in 

Narbonne" is false because he may be in Montpellier. These 

are kinds of propositions, But the statements ‘texplain a problem 

to me", or “will you Join me in a journey to Heeca$" cannot 

be either true. 

or false. This is the subject matter of the proposition. 

It will be explained when we discuss the kinds (in detail). 

FIRST SECTION: Ths propositionz may be divided into the 

estegorical, ¢.g., "The world was creeted"; the conditional, 

e.g-, "If the sun shines then it is day"; and the 

Gisjunctive, e.g., "The world is either eternal, or was 

created." The first, the cut-gorical, consists of two tems; 

One is the subject. It is that about which - e.g. "The 

world” = sanething is stated. The second is the predicete. 

It is that which is stuted, e.g., 'created', in the statenent 

"The world was created." Sometimes both predicute and 

subject are incomplex words, as we have stated, and sometimes 

they are complex words, though they may also be expressed by 

incomplex words - ¢.g., "The rational animal goes on foot.” 

Now "rational animal" is the subject, it takes the place



of the word "man" which is incanplex; "goes on foot" is the 

predicate and takes the plave of the word "goes". The 

conditional 

also consists of two parts, but each one contains a proposition. 

The first vart, e.g., "if the sun rises", is called the protasis. 

And even though the conditionel particle, i.e., "if" may be missing, 

"the sun rises,” which is @ proposition, remains. Sut the 

conditional particle burs it from being a proposition subject to 

truth or falsity. The secand part "then the stars are invisible,” 

is called the apodosés. Even though the apodictic particle, 

which is the drabic fa and the Nebrew hinne, may be missing, "the 

stars are visible,” which is a proposition, remains. The difference 

between this proposition and the eutegorical is apparent in two 

ways. One is that the two purts of which a conditionul is canposed 

are each of them suntences, it being impossible to ex ress each 

part by an incomplex word, whereas the two parts of which a 

categorical proposition is composed, are terms. ‘The second is 

that in a categorical proposition, it is possible to ask of the 

subject if the credicate is its essence. For we say, "Man is an 

animal” and we may ask, “Is man an animal"? But the apodosis 

is not the essence of the vrotasis. The apodosis may be other 

than the protasis, except that it is 

necessarily connected with the latter and its existence 

follows from the existence of the latter. The conditional 

differs from the disjunctive in two ways. One is that the 

disjunctive consists of two parts, each one being a proposition 

even when the disjunctive particle is :issing. But there is 

no fixed order between the two parts outside of the order of the 

statement itself. For if you had changed the statenent "The world 

was either created or is eternal” to "is either eternal or was



created" the mening is not altered, But in the conditional if 

the apodosis is put in place of the protssis the meming is 

altered; so that while in the proper order it may be true, in 

the reverse order it may be false. The second distinction is 

that the apodosis agrees with the protasis, in the sense thet 

it is connected with it, is necessary to it and does not 

contradict it; while one of the two sarts of the disjunctive 

contradicts the other and is distinct fran it. Yor the 

existence of one of them requitesthe non-existenceof the other. 

ANOTHER SECTION: The proposition, from the standpoint of 

its predicatex 

may be divided into the affirmative, e.g., "The world was created" 

  

and into the negative, e.g., "The world was not created”. "Not* 

is a negative particle. Negation in the conditional negates the 

conjunction (between protasis and apodosis) e.g., "not" in (the 

sentence) "If the sun rises, it is not night’. Negation in the 

disjunctive negates the disjunction, e.g. "not" in the sentence 

"The ass is not either maie or black, cut either male or female”. 

Or "The world is not either eternal or material but either eternal 

or created". The protasis and apodosis may negate, then the 

condition composed of them affirms, e-g., "If the sun does not 

rise then it will not be day". ‘This proposition is affirmative, 

since we have affirmed the conjunction of the non-existence of 

the day with the non-existence of the sun's rising. That is the 

meaning of affirmation in this proposition. This is a stumbling 

block. In like manner one may err in a categvricel proposition 

and think that the sentence, "Zeid is non-voyant" is negutive, 

though it actually is affirmative, because its meaning is that 

he is blind. We may say, in Arabic, “Zaid is non*voyant" and



think it negative though it is afzirmative, "non-voyant" being 

a term signifying blindness. It is a predicate which may be 

_ither affirmed or negated. For exemple, "Zaid is not 

non-voyent.” This negates the "non-voyant" of Zeid. This kind 

of proposition is called e;uilibrated, i.e., it is in reality 

affimative though negative in form. It indicates that a 

negation may be true of a non-existent thing. ‘Ye may say "The 

companion of God, Blessed Be He, does not see", and ziuxs "the 

absurd is not knowledge.” But we may not say "the companion 

of God is non-voyant" just as it is impossible to say "The 

companion of God is blind,” for that affirms the existence of 

God's companion. This is even more apparent in Persian. 

ANOTHER SECTION: The proposition, from the stani point 

of its subject, may be divided into the singular, @.g- "Zaid 

knows" and into the non-singular; the latter being divided into 

the indefinite and the quantified. The indefinite is that to 

which no sign is attached indicating that the proposition is 

predicated of all or part of the subject, e.g-, "Men are 

righteous" because it also admits of meuning “same”. The 

quantified is thet in which the sign is stated, There are four 

quantifications: universal affirmative, e.g., "Every men is an 

animal"; universal negutive, e.g., "No man isk stone"; 

particular affirmative, e.g., "Some men write"; particular 

negative, 6.g-, ‘Not every man writes" or "Soma nen do not 

write". From this standpoint there are eight kinds of 

propositions, (the four mentioned and 

and the following four); singular negative, singular affirmative, 

indefinite negative, indefinite affirmative. These four are not 

employed in the sciences because the problem of the particular



individual is not investiguted in the sciences. It is sot the 

problem of Zaid that is investigated, but rather the problem of 

man. The force of the indefinite is thet of the particular, 

since at the very least it deals with the particulur. Its 

universality is a metter of duubt becaus2 it may be reduced to Less. 

Therefore, it must be rejected in the sciences. ‘where remain the 

four quantifications: universal affirmative, particular effirmative, 

universal negutive, particular aegetive., The conditional may also 

be divided into a wiversal, ¢.g., “Whenever the sun rises it is 

day." and into a particular, e.¢., "Sometines when the sun rises, 

it is day." In the disjunctive, too, there is a universal, 

@.g-, "Every material substance is 2ither in motion or at rest,” 

and a perticular, e.g., "The man is either on the ship or drowned 

in the sea." This alternative is applicable to man only ut certain 

times, e@.@., when he is at sea and not on land. ‘Je must clso add 

@n example of the particular negative and the universal negutive 

of the conditional end disjunctive. 

FOURTH SECTION: The proposition, from the standpoint of 

the relation of its predicate to its subject, is divided 

into the possible, e.g. "Man writes,” "Man does not write;* 

the impossible, e.g., "Man is a stone’ ‘'Man is not a stone;* 

and the necessary, &-£-, "Man is an animal,* "Man is aot an animal.” 

The relation of writing to man is a possible relation. ‘fe do not 

take into consideration the difference effected by the negative 

and affirmative expressions. For that which is negated is as much 

&@ predicate in a negative proposition as that which is affirned 

is a predicate in an affirmative proposition. The relation of stone 

to man is an impossible relation, while the relation of animal to 

man is a unecessary relation. The possible is an equivocul with



two meanings, because it may mean whetever is not impossible, so 

that it elso inciudes the secessary. Fran this standpoint, 

propositions are of t-o classes: possible end imoossible. It may 

also mgan what may be existing at a certain time or may be non= 

existing. This is the particular usage. Fron this standpoint, 

there are three classes; necessary, possible and impossible. In 

this case the necessary is not included in the possible, but in 

the first case it is included in the possibl... However, the 

possible in the first case does not »ecessarily imply the possibility 

of noneexistence. But sometimes nun-existence is im ossible, like 

the necessary, which is impossible. So the possible in this case 

only means that it is not impossible. The possible, then is only 

an expression for the not impossible. 

FIFTH SECTION: Every proposition may huve an apparent contra- 

dictory, which disagrees with it either in the affirm:tive or in 

the mgative. But 

if the true and the false aw involved in it they are called 

contradictory and we say one of them is the contradictory of the 

other, which means that it is false when the proposition is tme, 

and true when 1% is false. The contradiction is true only 

under five eonditims. First: the subject of both should be 

the same in reality as it is in name, if not, there will be no 

contradiction, For we say, “The dog will die," "The Dog will 

not die", meaning by the latter the dog-star, so that there will 

be no contradiction, or we say "The ram will be slaughtered and 

fried", "The Ram will not be slaughtered or fried", meaning by the 

Jatter the constellatim, Aries. Second: their predicate 

should be the same, if not there will be no contradiction, @.g., 

The fire consumes", "The fire does not consume". The first



Genotes perishibility, the second, eating, Since the word ‘shilah 

is a homonym there is no contradiction, like the word "dog", 

above. Third: the whole and the part should not be interchanged, 

for when we say, "Someone's eye is black”, by which we mmax mean 

. the pupil of the eye, then saying "His eye is not black™ will 

de no contradiction, if we mean the absence of black coloring from 

the whole x eye. Fourth: the potential and the actual should not 

be interchanged, For when we say, "The wine in the barrel is 

intoxicating” and we mean 

that potentially it intoxicates, saying, "The wine in the barrel 

is not intoxicating” will be no contradiction because what is 

meant by the latter is the absence of actual intoxication, Fifth: 

they should bear the same relation 0 all their correlatives. 

Thus, our saying "Ten is half” does not contradict saying "Ten is 

not half", "it is half" in relation to twenty and "it is not 

half" in relation to thirty, etc. The two statements "Zaid 

begets", "Zaid does not beget", are true in relation to two 

different people. (Sixth: they should be the seme in time and 

Place) In g2neral, the two propositions should differ only 

in negation and affirmation. One proposition should negate of 

the subject: what the othsr affirms of the seme subject in the 

seme manner, without change. If the subject is universal and not 

singular, 2 sixth condition is added, namely: they must differ 

quantatively, in so far as one of them is universal and the 

other particular. For if both are particular, both may be right 

in the po:sible mode, e.g., "Some men write”, "Some men do not 

write." If both are yjniversals they may both be false in the 

possible moe, ¢.g., "All men write", "All men do not wiite." 

SIXTH SECTION: Every proposition is apparently convertible,



Conversions are divided into those whose truths necessarily 

follow from the truth of the original proposition, and into those 

whae truths do not necessarily follow, and are false. By 

conversion is meant the transposing of peeaneate: and subject. 

If the truth remains the same, we say this pro,osition is convertible. 

If it does not necessarily follow, we say that it is not convertible. 

We have already stated that there are four yuantified propositions: 

universal negative,which is convertitie per se, as a universal 

negative. For if the statement "No man is a stone,” is true, 

the statement "No stone is a man" is also true. If it were not 

true, its contradictory would be trus, i.e., "Some stones 

are men” and this "some" would refer to "men" and "stones." But 

this contradicts the statement "No man 

is a stone", which is the proposition we assumed to be true in the 

first place. This shows that the universal negative is convertible 

per se. Tha particular negative, however, is not convertible at 

all. For while the statement "Not some men write” is true, it 

does not necessarily foliow that the statement "Some who write 

are not men" is true. The universal affirmative is convertible 

into the particular affirmative but not into the universal. For 

Lt faery man is an animel” is true, "Some animals are nen” is 

certainly true and "Every animal is a man" is not true. The 

particular affirmative is also convertible per se. For just as 

"Some animals are men” is true, "Some men are animals" is also 

true. This is th» enquiry concerning kinds of propositions. 

THE FOURTH CHAPTER: Concerning thetomposition of z:ropo- 

sitions to form a syllogism. ‘his is the purpose of the entire 

encuiry. But



first in thought is last in deed. The investigation of the 

syllogism consists of two parts, mm mmkk form and matter. 

The first principle concerns the form of the syllogism. It has «= 

already been mentioned that knowledge is either conception or . 

judgement. Conception is arrived at through definition, and 

judgement through argumentation. Argumentetion may either be 

syllogistic or by means of fimduction or analogy. The 

investigation or the unknown by the known is called analogy. 

All theses are employed in argumentation, especially the syllogism, 

particularly the demonstrative syllogism. ‘Ye must, hovevur, 

first give a general definition of the syliogism, which will be 

divided into the demonstrutive and the non-demonstrative. The 

syllogism is a term us.:d for propositions so combined that from 

their essential assumption a third proposition (e.g., that "The 

world was created") necessarily foliows. The same is true if 

only one of them is a necessary proposition. For example, 

"The world has form" and “Everything that has form was creeted.” 

From the assumption of these two combined propositions, a third 

proposition, e.g., that "the world’ was created", necessurily 

follows. Similarly, when we say, "If the world has form, then 

it was created,” and "It has form," the conclusion "The world 

was created” results from the assumption of the two premises. 

Similarly, when we say "The world was either created or is 

eternal,” but, "It is not eternal,” the necessary conclusion is 

that "it wes created.” The syllogism is divided into that 

which is called categorical and into thet which is called 

hypothetical. The categori¢al combines two propositions, wrich 

have one common term. Yor every proposition necessarily conteins 

a subject and predicate. And the two propusitions include 

four elements, Had they not one element in comon no conclusion



statement, "The world was formed" and the statement, "The soul 

is @ substance.” But if the (second) propositia: were connected 

to the first by one of its parts, e.g., “The world has form", 

and "Every form was created", then the sum of the parts of the 

Proposition is reduced to three, called terms, Thus, the syl- 

logism above is concerned with three terms, "worla*, "formed" and 

“oreated™. What the two propositions mention twice, and have 

in common, is called the middle tern, The subject of the con- 

clusion, “world” is called the minor term, and the predicate 

"€ created", is called the major term, “The world was created” 

is the conclusion resulting from the syllogism. When the proposi- 

tion is made part of the syllogism it is called a premise. The 

proposition which maomrkgim contains the minor tem is called the 

minor premise. That which contains the major term is called the 

major premise. Neither premise can be designed by the middle 

term, because 1t is found in both premises. The minor term is 

contained in only one of them as is the major. The resultant 

of the syllogism is. called s conclusion after it has becom a 

resultant, and is called a postulate before that. The relation- 

ship of the two premises is called combinatim and the form of 

the combination is called figure. Three figures result: the 

middle term my be the predicate of one of the two premises and 

the subject of the other is then called the first figure; it may 

be the predicate of both, and is then called the second figure; 

it may be the subject of both, ani is then called the third 

figure. The rule for antecedent and consequent in the conditional 

is the same x ag the rule for subject and predicate 

in the categorical in that the conditional is divided into 

these figures, The three figures are similar in thet no



syllogism cen result from eith-r two negetives, or two 

particulars, nor can the minor premise be negutive with the 

major premise particular. Zvery figure will be defined by 

the charavteristics wea have mentioned. 

Tze FIRST FIGURE: This figure differs from the other two 

in two ways. Cne is that in yeilding itseonclusion, it need 

not be reduced to another figure, while the other figures are 

reducible to this figure to make tha necessary conclusion 

appear ~- it is therefore callec the first figure. The other is 

that it yblds the four quantified propositions, univeréel and 

particular affirmative, universal and particular negative, as 

conclusions. 

The conclusion of the second figure can never be affirmative, and 

theconclusion of the third figure cun never de universal. Te 

first figure, to be conclusive, is subject to two conditions: 

the minor premise must be afiirmative and the major, universal. 

If (one of) these two conditions is wanting then, though 

the premises may be true, no coaclusion will result from 

postulating their truth. It follows from this figure thet when 

you have postulated an afiirmative proposition 

which is true, then whatever is asserted as true of the predicate 

is necessarily true of the subject. It cannot be otherwise. It 

is the same whether what is as-erted as true of the predicate is 

negative or positive, or whether the subject is universal or 

particular. Fron this, four conclusive moods result, and the 

necessity of this conclusion is apparent. For if "Ifen are animals” 

is true, then everything which is truly asserted of animals - 

which is the predicate - their being sentient, or their not being 

stone, must be true o "men" since "men" are necessarily included



in "animals." And if the prososition concerning all animals is 

true, then it is necessarily true of some. This follows from the 

first figure. wWe shall now state the four different moods: the 

first conteins two universal affirmatives, e.g. "All matter is 

composite,” and "Everything composite was created.” Therefore, of 

necessity, "All matter was created." The second nood contains 

two universals, the major premise being negutive. It is essentially 

like the first, except that it sutstitutes "is not eternal”™ for 

the word “created" so that it becomes negative, e.g., "All matter 

is composite”, "Nothing composite is eternal.” Its conclusion 

is, thet "No matter is eternal." The third mood is essentially 

like the first, except that we maka the subject of the first 

prenise particular. This does not necessitate a conversion of 

the proposition, because each particular is universal in relation 

to itself and whatever is asserted of the predicate of the 

perticular is true of that particular. For example, we say "Some 

deings are composite", and "Everything composite was created." 

Therefore, the necessary sontiuaten is, "Some beings were created.” 

This has been constructed from two affirmatives, the minor premise 

being particular. The fourth mood is essentially like the third, 

except that we mske the major premise negative, thus substituting 

e.g., "Some beings are composite”, "Nothing composite is 

eternal.” The conclusion is that, "Not all are eternal.” 

This has been constructed from a minor particuler affirmative 

premise and a major universal negative premise. There are twelve 

ether combinations, which do not yield conclusions, making 

sixteen combinations in each figure. ‘The minor premise may be 

a@ universal or particular affirmative, or a universal or 

particular negative, making four. To each ons of these



four major premises are added. Multiplying four dy four, 

sixteen (moods) are obtained. Since we have laid down the 

condition that the minor premise must be affirmative, two 

megatives and their conclusious are excluded. Thus eight 

are invalid and two affirmatives remain. But four najor 

premises are added to the minor universal affirmative premise; 

Two of the former necessarily being particulars, and these 

two are invalidated, since we have laid down the condition that 

the major premise in this figure must be e universal. ‘Thus, 

the number of moods is reduced to six. But neither the particular 

negitive, nor affirmative, of the major premiss may be combined with 

the particular affirmative of the minor premise, or nc syllogism 

is possible from two particulars, Two more wmbinations, of the 

remaining six, ure eliminated, leaving four. This is how the table 

now appears: ivhen the minor »renise te/universsl affirmetive, 

"Every C is BY and "Every B is a” it y&elds a conclusion. If the 

major premise is a universal negstiv:, "No B is a", itjyields 

aconclusion. But if the major premise is a particuler affimative, 

"Some B is Av it does not yield a conclusion because the m jor 

premise is a particular. So, too, if the major premises is a 

particular negativ.s, "Not every B is A” it does not yield a conc-~ 

lusion. when the minor premise is a particular affirmetive, if the 

major premise is a universal affirmative, "Some CS Bt and "Every 

Bis a", it yields a conclusion. But if the najor premise is a 

particular negative, "Not every B is EY it does not yisld a 

conclusion, because the major premise is particular. Thus we 

have combined with every minor universal affirmative oremise 

and minor particular affirmative premise 

But the negative predicate is dissimilar from the subject, and



what is asserted of it cannot be carried over to the dissimilar 

subject. So if we say, "Men is not a stone," and then maxe an 

assertion, whether negative or positive, with regard to "stone" 

that assertion does not carry over to "Mun". For you have cleurly 

marked out the dissimilarity between "stone" and "man" by the 

negative. This is the reason for the conditions we nave laid down, 

and the reason that the conclusion is limited to four out of the 

sixteen moods. 

THE SICOND FIGU@: The middle term is the predicate or both 

Premises. It follows that every promise thet usseits of its 

Predicate what may not be found in its subject is a negative aad 

not an affirnutive premise. Por if it were affirmative then whet 

is asserted of the predicate would be asserted of the subject, as 

in the first figure. Je said that whatevur is asserted as true 

of the previcute of the afvirnative >remise is necessarily true of 

the sudject. Then we found that what can be asserted of it with 

regerd to the predicate camot be asserted of it with regard to 

the subject, so that we know that the proposition is negutive. 

If it were affirmutive the judgement with regard to the predicate 

weuld be present in the subject. The coaditi ons which :aake this 

“figure conclusive ure thut the two premises shall ve differe:t in 

quality, 

one of them being negstive, the other affirmative, and that the 

major prauis: shall be universal in evury mood. Thes: tio 

conditions also reduce the conclusive mocds to four, as in the 

first figure. 

THe FINST MOOD of a minor universal afvirmative and a major 

universal negetive: e.c., "Everything material is divisible" and 

"No soul is divisble", therefore, "Nothing material is soul.” 

The necessity of this conclusion is explicable by a reduction



to the first figure in a conversion of the s::ajor premise. For 

it is a universal avgetive and is convertea per s., "Nothing 

divisble is u soul” the ‘divisible’ becoming the subject of ths 
major yreviss which is alveac7 the predicate of th iinor premiss, 

Thus it becomcs recucibl: to the second s:0od of thy first Tijure. 

T2S SECOND MCOD of two universuls ‘the tiiner yeenise being a 

negative: 6.g., "Nothing sternal is composite;" and "all matt wis 

composite’, therefore, “Nothing eternal is saticr’. This is 

explicable by converting the minor premise and thea making the 

major minor, and the w:inor major, "all matter is composite", and 

"Nothing composite is eternal,” therefore, "Nothing uaterilel 

is eternal,” as above in the second mood of the first figure. 

This conclusion is convertible since it is a- universal negative. 

The result is, as we have stuted, "Nothing eternel is meterial." 

THS THAD MCOD of a 

minor particular affirmative and a major universal negetive. This 

is similar to the first nood of this figure, except in thet the 

minor is nade a particular, e.c., "Some creatures aze civisidlz," 

and "No soul is divisible", therefore, "Soms creatures ure not 

souls", because when we wave converted the major it is reu.cible 

to the fou..th nood of the first figure. 

gre RCUITE 20D: of a minor particular nagative and a mejor 

universal affirmative; e.¢., "Not evr’ creature is composite,” aad 

"Everything materizl is composite," therefore, "Not ev-ry creatur 

is material." This cuniot be reduced to the first Lifure by con- 

version. IF we were to convert th. major affirmative, it would 

become particulay and there is no syllogism for tio purticulars. 

But it can be made true in t.o ways, one of them being called 

assumption, the othr apgugo 3. It is essumption whun we sey



"Some creatures are not composite’. This "Some" ussunes "Zvery"; 

assume that it is "Every" and we we may cull it “Sone or "Every, 

Then it will conform with the second mood of this figure. By 

apagoge is meant that, if, @-c-, "Not every crenture is ratter’ is 

not true, then its con:radictory, "Every cresture is mtter", is 

true. Now it is known that "Zverything materia. is composite,” 

therefore, it necessarily follows that "Every creature is composite." 

But we have elreaty assumed, in the minor tern, tiat "Not every 

ereature 

is composite" is true, then how can its contradictory be true. 

This (epugoge) is absurd, and what leads to it is absurd. 

What led to it was the assumption of « Tulse conclusion. 

THIRD FICGURS: the midule term is the subject of both yrenises. 

It follows that avery silnor premise is affirmative, s what is 

asserted of its subject nay be usscrted of pa-t of its sradicute, 

whether the assertion is mg:tive or afzirmative:, or whather the 

minor prenise is particular or universal. That is perfectly ; 

Plain. It has two conditions: that the minor premise shall ve 

fSirmtive: that one of the two vremises shall be universal, 

whether it be the minor or the major. There are six conclusive 

moods in this figure. 

THE FIRST 00D of two universal affirmutives: "Every man is 

an animal” and "Every man is rational", therefore, "Some animals 

are rational", since the minor premise is convertea as a 

particuiur. It is as though you saiu, "Sone animuls are :ien” ané 

“Every man is cational” therefore, "Some animuls ave reticnel". 

This is similur to the third mcod of the first figure. 

THE Sicox    OCD of two universals, the major being negative; 

"Every man: is an animal" and "No man is a horse,” therefore, "Not



every animal is a horse." This is due to the fact that .hen the 

minor is converted it becomes a particular affimmutive. It is 

thus reducible tc the fourth ood of the first figure. 

THE THIRD HCOD of two affirmatives, the minor bein: a 

particular; "Some men are white," "Every man is an animel", there- 

fore, "Some, who are white, ure animuls". For the iinor 

particular affirmative is convertible. Thustt is reducible to 

the third mood of the first figure. 

THE FOURTH ecD of two affirmatives, the major bein: a 

particular: "Zvery man is an enimu.” and "Some nen write", 

therefore, "Some animels write", for when the particular major 

has been converte. and has been meade u minor it becomes, "Some 

who write are nen,” and "Zvery nan is an animal” and it necessarily 

follows that "Some who write are animuls." The conclusion is then 

convertible, and it becoms "Some animals rite.” 

THs FIFTH "COD of a minor wniversel affirmative and a major 

particula: negative: “Every man is rational" and "Not every mn 

writes", therefore. it necessarily follows "Not everyone who is 

rational writes." This is explicable by way of assumption. 

THE SIXTH MCOD of a minor particular affirmative end a 

major universal negative: 

"Some animals are white," and "No animal is sno," therefore, 

"Some white is not snow." This is apparent in the conversion of 

the minor, for it is reducible to the fourth (mood) of the first 

figure. These are the details concerning categoricel syllogisms. 

CONCERNING H’POTHSTICAL SYLLCGISS 

Rylothetical syllogism are of two kinds: conditional ad disjunc- 

tive. «an example of the conditionel is, "If the world were



creuted, then it has a creator." If we affirm the eondition in 

the atecedent the conseguent followsx as it is, i.e., if we 

say, "and it is known thut the world was created,” that is the 

antecedent as it is, the consequent as it is follows, "It has 

a ereaior." But if we afiirm the contzedictory of the consequent 

the contradictor, of the antecedent will follow, s.,.;., when ve 

say, "It is known that it has no creator,” it wil. foliow that 

"It was not created.” But if you affirm the contradiutory of the 

antecedent, neither the conseyuent, as it is, nor izs contradictory 

will follow. For were we to say, "It is not created,” this will 

not yield a conclusiongz, as -hen we gay, "If this is aman, then 

he is an animal, he is not a man,” it does not foliow from it that 

"He 1s an animal,” or that "He is not am animal." Similerly, if 

we affirm tha consequent as it is, it will aot yield a conelusion. 

For when we say, *And it is known that the world nas a creator," 

no conclusion wili follow. For when we say, "If thigbrayer is 

acceptable, the one who prays is »ure." and "He is nure.” It 

does not follow that the pruyer is accepted or trat it is not 

accevte.. Of these four affirmtions 

only two yield comlusions, i.e., the antecedent as it is, which 

yields the consequent as it is, and the contradictory of the 

consecuent, which yields the contradictory of the mtecedent. 

But the contradictory of the antecedent and the consec.ent as it 

is yield a conclusion only when it is established thet the 

consequent is equal to and is not more universel than the 

antecedent. In this case, the four affirmtions (ulternints) 

yield four conclusions. For we say, "If this is mattsr, it is 

composite", "and it. is matter, therefore, it is canposite.” 

Or, "and it is canposite, therefore, it is matter." Or, “and



it is not matter, therefore, it is not matter.” t when the 

conse uent is more universal than the antecedent, as ‘«nimel" 

in relation to "man", then, chen the mors universal uoes ot 

exist, the garticular does not exist. Yor the non-existence 

of “animal” incluces the non-existence of "mun". But tie non- 

existence of the particular does nct include the noi-existence 

of the universal. Yor the nca-existence of "man* dees not 

include the non-existence of "animal". But the ex&stence of the 

particular includes the existence of the universal. For the 

existence of "man" includes the existence of “animul", cut the 

existence of "animal" does not include the existence of "man". 

THE SECOND KIND The disjunctive: e.g. "The world is either 

eternal or was created." Four arguments are constructed fron this. 

either smaller or larger. If the parts are not all included, 

@-g. "Zaid is elther in France or Spain or elsewhere or 

"This number is either five or ten or nore, then the affirmation 

hence it was created." Therefore, the af.irmuation of either one, 

cate; orically, will yield th: contradictory of the other, and the 

affimetion of the contradictory of either one will yield the 

other categcrically. These ure its conditions: the disjunctive 

contains two parts. If there are three, the categorical uffirmation 

cf only one would yield the contradictory of the other two. For 

example, "This number is either smaller or larger or e:.ual,” and 

"it is larger"; hence that "it is smaller or equal” is invalid. If 

the contradictory of one were affirmed, one of the remainder would 

follow, but not categorically, 1.6., "And it is not eyual,” hence 

it follows that it is 

either smaller or larger. If the parts are not all included, 

@.g. "Zaid is elther in France or Srain or elsewhere or



"This number is either five or ten or nore, then the affirmation 

of each one, categorically, wuld result in the falsity of 

the other tw. But the affirmation of the contradictory of 

the one will not yield a conclusion because no ell of the 

remainder is included in the other. These are the pvrincipies 

of the syllogism. ‘fe shall cmmplete the treatise by stiting 

the four Kinds of syllogism: ‘apagcgic, inductive, analogical 

and combined. 

The apagogic syllogism is also hy»othetical, sinee we 

assume the contradictory of the conclusion, aad by then, 

affirming it in combimtion with a premise whose truth is 

apparent, and then we affirn the comtradictory. Tas form 

of the apagogic syllogism is sich that we substunticte 

four opinion by invalidating its contradictory und its 

contradictory is invaliduted by the fact that falsehood 

follows from it. and that is done when we combine with it 

a premise whose truth is apparent and which yields a 

conclusion whose falsity is apparent. Then we say that the 

false conclusion results only fran a syllogism whee premises 

contain a falsehood. and since the truth of one of the 
two premises is apparent, the falsity is to be mrked in the 

second premise wich is the opinion of the opponent. 4n example 

of it is when one's opponent wishes to assert thet "Every soul 

is material". Yo contradict him by forming a syllogism: “Bvery 

sql is material", "All matter is divisible." Therefore, ‘Every 

smilis divisible". The falsity of this is apparent sm by the 

nature of the soul of man. There mist be something false somewhere 

in the premises for them to yield this conclusion. But we have 

said that the truth that "All matter is divisible" is apparent,



so that the falsity rests in our saying "Every soul is material." 

Wher this is invalidated, it is substantiated that the soul is 

not material, 

INDUCTION refers to transferring the x judgement conceming 

k many partioulars to the universal which contains those parti- 

culars, @.g-, "Every animal moves its lower jaw while chewing". 

We have seen man, the horse, the oat and other animals do so. 

Therefore, this is true if 1t is possible to compbte en investi- 

gation of all animals. Then a syllogism in the first mood caild 

be constructed. r 

"Every animal is either horse or man, ete.” “Every horse and 

man, étc. moves his lower jay while chewing." Hence it follows 

that "Every animal moves nis lower jaw." But if even one is 

omitted - like the crocodile, which moves its upper jaw - the 

truth will not be effirmed. It is not fur-fetched to assume 

that a judgement will be true -in a thousand cases save one. 

Dependence on induction is sound in matters of figh, but not 

in things which require demonstration. In matters of figh, the 

more induction is based on exact investigation and the closer 

its approach to completeness the more certein it is to put 

Opinion out of court. 

THB _ANALOGICAL - The jurists and Mitekallims call the anal- 

ogical by the name Giyas, which is the transference of the judge~ 

ment from one particular to another which resembles it in some 

respect. When one looks at e house and sees that it was created 

and has form, then at the heavens and sees they have fom, he 

extends his judgement to it and says, “All matter that has form 

was created, the heavens have form, therefore, they were created”



in analogy to a hase, This will not yield certain knowledge. 

But it is suitable for soothing the mind and convincing the 

lis tener in discussions and so is employed in rhetoric. By 

rhetoric is meant the discussions current in disputes namely: 

complaints and apologies, blaming and praising something, ex- 

pressing revulsion or disgust at somthing (and things of that 

sort), A sick persnn is told, "Drink this medicine because it 

wili benefit you,” and he asks, "Why?", ami is told "Because so 

and so, who was aick, drank it and it did him good”. He is, 

therefore, inclined to take it without asking that it be demon- 

strated a beneficial t every sick person, or that his sickness 

is similer to the other’s and his condition as far as age, 

strength, weakness, eto., are similar to his. and becawe the 

dialecticians felt the weakness of this method they invented 

a new one; they said it is clear 

that in the original proposition the judgement was arrived at 

in this way. So they proceeded to establish the (medning and 

the) cause in twoways. One of them was colled a proposition 

of general application which may be invertea; the other, 

investigatéenmmt and division. In relation to the proposition 

of general application which may be inverted, they said it 

means that "whatever has form was created." and "Whatever 

has no form was not created." This goes back to induction 

and does not yield certitude on two counts. First, a 

complete enum ration with none omktted is impossible. Second, 

in the investigation, the heavens were or were not investigated. 

If they were not investigated, then a complete investigation 

was not effected. And if an investigation was rade of 4 

thousand cases save one, it is not far-fetched to assume that



the one judgement out of the thousand may be different, as 

we mentioned in the case of the crocodile. Now, if the heavens 

were investigated and it is known that they were created 

because they have form, the question is already solved, since 

it was clear before establishing the truth of the premise of 

the syllogism. The syllogism is not needed to affim it, 

since it is already plain. The other method is investigation 

and division. We say, for example, let us investigate all 

the attributes of "house". It exists, is material, s:1f- 

sufficient and has form. But it is fallacious to say that it 

4s created because it exists, or because it is self-sufficient, 

or it is this or that, as if ever, existent thing or s+lf- 

sufficient thing had to be creuted. 

Therefore, it is established that it was createc because it has 

form. But this is fullacious on four grounds. FIST, it adnits 

of being said that the judgement in the original proposition was 

not arrived at through any of these causes, wnich include more 

than "house", but through a cause which is limited to "house" and 

therefore does not extend beyond it. Even if it be established that 

something other than the house was created, it will be caused by 

a quality that includes “house” and thut thing in particular and does 

not extend to the heavens. SECOND, this is valid only when all 

descriptive attributes of the matter under consiceration are 

investigated. Now, a vomplete account and full investigation can 

never be proved, some attribute may have been omitted and that might 

be the cause. So the majority of diaelecticiens do not consider 

eagpletengsss, but say, "if there be another cause, show it.” Or, 

they say that if there were, you and I would certainly have 

perceived it, just as if there were an elephant before us we



would perceive it. If we did not perovive it, we would assert 

that it does not exist; but this is weak since the inability of 

the two confiteting parties to perceive it imediatel:, or 

however long the inability exists, does not Indicate non-existence. 

This case is not like that of the elephant; it is not possible 

for an elephant to stami before us and for us not to see it 

immediately. Yet there are many matters we have investigated which 

we could not understand imediately, but only after some time. 

TUORD, even if the investigation were completed, 

if there were four attributes the invalidating of three does 

not affirm the soundness of the fou.th, since the perts in 

combination are more than four. It admits of being regarded 

as created because it is existent and material, or becuuse it is 

existent and self-sufficient or because it is existent and has 

form. and it admits of being created because it is mterial 

end self-subsisting or material and has form. and it admits of 

being created because it is existent, material and self-subsisting. 

And it admits of being created because it is existent, self-sufficient 

and has form - or other combinations, either of two and two or 

of three and three. here are many judgements which cannot be 

established as long as many elements are not brought together, like 

the blackness of ink in which gall, vitriol and soot are combined 

with water. Most judgements are caused by elements in combination. 

So that the invalidating of the seyurcts qualities cannot suffice 

to invalidate them in cambination. FOURTH, assuming that your 

investigation is complete and sound and assuming that three are 

invalid, while the furth remains, this indicates only that the Judgement 

is not caused by the three nor by anything other than the fourth, 

but it does not indicate that it is necessarily dependent on the fourth



as a whole. It admits of the fourth being divided into two 

parts and of the judgement being dependent on ons of the two parts 

and not on the other. So the invalidating of the three demonstrates 

that the cause is not found in anything other then the fourth but 

does not demonstrate that the whole fourth is the cause. This 

is a stumbling block. For if it were first divided and described as 

being 

existent, self-sufficient, mterial and having this or that form, 

the invalidating of three will not necessitate the dependence of 

the judgement on "fom in general, but on one of the two parts of 

"form". This, these dialectical proofs are clear, But it does 

not becomes a demonstrative proof as long es it is not said, "Byvery- 

thing that has form was created". "The heavens were formed”, 

therefore, "They were created". But if we divide the first state- 

ment into particulars, a universal cannot be derived from it. So 

the statement of the universal, “Everything that has form was created" 

mist first be established. 4nd that cannot be established by show- 

ing one thing that has form and was "created", not even by showing 

a tharsand things that have form and were created. But this is 

the desired premise, so its validity mst be proved by two sound 

premises or by one of the ways which heve been mentioned. There 

is no getting away from it. This is the analogical judgement. 

COMPCSIT2 STLLCGIS!S: Be it known that the generel fashion 

in beooxs and teachings is not to proceed by the building of_ 

syllogisms in the way we have been building them. ‘They are found 

however, in a confused way, in books, ‘either with some addition 

which could have been dispens3d with or with the omission of one of 

the two premises which nust epveer ~ both making for error. If 

the confusion is caused by luck of order which may be resored, it



is a conclusive syllogism. But that wnich is ow-werdly constructed 

in the proper order und is not accompenied by its conaitions is 

not conclusive. an exemple of the prover order is the first figure 

of Buclid: when on a line aB we wish to construct an eguileteral 

triangle and orove that it is e.,uilateral, we sey, tuke point 4 cs 

the center and place the end of the compass upon it and draw an 

are fran it 

to point B and complete the circle around point A. ‘Then, on 

point B as a center, place the end or the compass and druw an 

are to point a completing the circle, with its centur at point 5B. 

We then have two similar dreizs, since they both huve the sane 

radii and will necessarily intersect at some point, C. From the 

point of intersection, 4 straight line procesds to a, thus 

producing line cA. Fran C another straight line procesds to B, 

thus producing line OB. This is the triangle of three equal sides 

which results from ABC. Its dencnstration is that the two lines, 

AB end aC, are equal, because they are arawn from the center of the 

same circle tc its circwiference. The tw lines 43 and BC are 

equal for the same reason. and lines aC and BC are equal because 

they ere exactly e.ual to the seme line, aB. Therefore, the 

conclusion is that the triangle is equilateral. This is the way 

in which these premises are constructed. I- they are properly 

constructed, _the conclusion will reslly result from four camplete 

ayilogiaie no premise being suppressed and each syllogism consisting 

of two premises. The first is, that the two lines, aB and AC are 

ecual because they both proceed from the center of the circle to 

its circumference, and ever,, two straight lines from the center to 

the circumference are equal. Therefore, these two are e:ual. 

a) Text hes the following diagram:



The second syllogism is that the two lines, aB and BC proceed fram 

the center to the circumference, und they are also equal, as shown 

in the previous syllogist. The third syllogism is, taat the two 

lines, AC and BC, are equal, because they are e:ual to line «B, 

and every two lines exactly e:ual to the same thing are equal to 

each other. The fourth syllogism is that the figure aBC is bounded 

by three equal lines, and every figure bounded by three equal lines 

is an equilateral triangle. Thus, figure aBC, constructea on line 

AB, is an equilateral triangle. ‘This is its proper form. fut iv is 

easier to omit some of the premises. This is the devinition of the 

form of the syllogism. 

THE MATTER (F TYE SYLLOGISY - The matter of the syllogism 

«ig the premises. 

If they are apodictivally true, the conclusions are apodictically 

true; If they are false, their conclusions ill ndt be true; if 

they ere matters of opinion their conclusions will not be apodictic, 

Q And just as gold is the matter of the dinar and roundness is of 

its form, and just as the dinar may be spoiled either through dis-— 

torting its form and destroying its roundness by making it long, 

so that it is no longer called a dinar, or by the adulteration of 

its matter, it being iron or copper, so too the syllogism. It may 

be invalidated because of the distortion of its form, i.e. when it



does not coincide with one of the three above-mentioned figures, 

or because mx of the invalidation of its matter, even though its 

form may be sound, i.e., when the premise is a matter of opinion 

or is false. Gold has five degrees of purity; pure and unadultera- 

ted; conteining some dross, which is perceptible only to the keen-. 

eyed; containing enough dross to be apparent to the keen-eyed and 

also discemable to those who are not Keen-eyed, when their at- 

tention is called to it; adulteratea with copper, but so skil- 

fully counterfeited that even the keen-eyed may almost mistake it 

for gold even thogh there is no gold in it; s0 adulterated that 

its adulteration is apparent to all. ‘The premises, similarly, 

have five principles; thet they be apodictically true, without 

‘da bt or question, _ 

(A syllogisn so constructed is called a demonstrative syllogism); 

that they approach certainty in such a manner thet it is hard to 

conceive of the possibility of deception though the sossibility 

arises during the investigation. (The syllogism constructed from 

them is called dialectic); that the premises are consiaered the 

prevailing opinion tut the soul is aware of their contradictions, 

which expand with the awareness of their decepticn, (fhe syllogism 

kx so composed is called rhetorical); that the form is deceztively 

like the apodictic, (the syllogism which results fvom it is called 

deceptive or sophistic); thut it be known that it is false, but 

the soul is inclined to it, by a kind of faicy, (the syllogisn 

resulting from this is called poetic). All these premises need 

explanation. Premise; out of which the syllogism is constructed, 

which were not established through urgumentation but ure assumed 

because they are accepted as admitted are limited to thirteen kinds 

of judgements: "first principles": Judgements of perception;



judgements of experience; opinions generally accepted; propositions 

whose middle terns are not negated by the intellect nor by their 

syllogism; estimative opinions; customers beliefs; «authoritative 

statenents; admissions;. senblances; 

opinions which appear to be generally accepted; presumptions and 

imagined things. 

FIRST PRINCIPLES are judgements which are made necessary by 

the very nature of the mind as pure intelligence, as when we say 

that two is more than one; thet the whole is greater than the 

part; and that things equal to the same thing are equal to each 

other. For he who supposes he was born @ thinker and that he 

leams only through the abstractness of the intellect, and does 

not know how to distinguish quantity and difference in natures 

x but imagines that he & was created 4 thinker all at once and 

that these judgements occured to him and that he himself formed 

their concepts after having conceived the meaning of the whole 

and the meening of the part, and the meaning of the lesser and 

the mre, surely, it would be impossible for him not to say 

correctly that the whole is greater then the pert. This is true 

of every "whole", whatever it my be. It does not come from the 

senses, for the senses grasp am only one or two particulars or & 

limited number of things, but this judgement is established in 

the intellect as a universal and it is impossible for the intel~ 

lect ever to be separated from it 

JUDGEMENT OF PIRCEPTION: when we say that the sun shines and 

sets, and that the light of the moon increases and decreases, etc. 

SEDGEMENT OF EXPERTENCE: that.which results from the combination 

of the intellect and the senses, as when we say that fire burns and



that cathartic is a laxative and that wine intoxicates. for the 

senses perceive that site drunkenness is a consequence of drinking 

wine repeatedly, so that the intellect taxes note of it as involving 

@ necessary consequence. Yor if it were accidental it would not 

consistently follow. Thus, a knowledge of that about which it is 

quite sure, is engraved on the mind. 

OPINIONS GENERALLY ACCEPTED: those which are known through 
  

the information of many people, as our knowing of the existence. of 

Mecca and Egypt, even though we have not seen them. and when doubt 

concerning them ceases, they are called generally accepted beliefs. 

But it is impossible to infer one from another and to say one 

who doubts the miracles of a prophet thst he should believe in 

them because the information about them is as persistent as is that 

about the existence of the prophet, because he will say, "I cannot 

doubt the prophet's existence, but I can doubt the miracles. Had 

they been as evident to me as that, I would certainly no& have 

been able to doubt them.” Therefore, he must wait until it becoms 

an acknowledged fact for him. Theg, doubt will cease. 

PROPOSITIONS CONTAINING IN T°EMSILVES SYLLOGISNS BY THSIR VERY 

NATERE 
are propositions whichare not established in the soul, waitin 

their middle terms, thai gh the mid4la term is not foreign to, 

that is, it is not separated from, the intellect. Therefore, 

people think that it is a mjor premise which is known = withat 

a middle (term), while in truth the proposition is known only 

through the middle term. We have tut to find the middle term of 

the syllogism, The major and the minor term are already found 

in the thesis itself, eg, we know immediately that two is half 

of four. But we know this only through the middle term, as in



the following syllogism: "Two of four parts is one of the two 

equal perts of a whole", "One of two equal parts of a whole is 

a half", Therefore, "Two of four parts is a helt". The proof 

is thet if we were asked whet part of thirty-four is seven- 

teen we would not immediately know that it is half, but would 

have to divide thirty-four into tw equal parts and then examine 

each part to find that eeoh is seventeen. Then we would know that 

it isa half. If this also is present in the intellect, test 

with many numbers, or ohange the half to one-tenth or one-sixth 

of something else. That is the point of the example, It is not 

strange that the propositim is derived from the middle term, and 

yet the intellect does not notice that it derived 1t from the 

middle term of a sy&logism. 

Though one may achieve knowledge in a particular way he may not be 

aware cf that way. For establishing knowled:e of a thing is one 

thing, and awareness of how that knowledge was arrived at is another. 

ESTIMATIVE OPINIONS are premises which are invalid, but have 

been established in the soul with sufficient strength to prevent the 

possibility of doubt in them because of the judgement of the estima- 

tive faculty conceming things which are derived from sense objects. 

For the estimative faculty accepts as true only what hebitually 

agrees with sense objects, as for example, the judgement of the 

estimative faculty that "Everythi:g that has no place, either in the 

world or outside of it, is impossible;" or the judgement of the 

estimeative faculty that "Everything will eitherz perish or continue 

to exist,” i.e., outside of the world, or the judgenent that matter 

does not increase, nor become larger of itself, tut only when 

increase is added to it fran the outside. The cause of the judgement 

of the estimative faculty lies in the fact that these matters do



not agree with perceptions and are not conceived of by estimative 

faculty. Their falsity is known from the fact that ir everything 

which is not conceived of by the estimative faculty were false, then 

the estimutive faculty itself woulda be false, for the estimative 

faculty itself is not conceived of by the estimative faculty; only 

knowledge and potential knowledge are. Now, any attribute which is 

not grasped by the five senses is not grasped by the estimative 

faculty. Its error, in these specific questions, is apvarent in so 

far as they are the necessary results of 

syllogisms constructed from first principles, which the estimative 

faculty accepts. and we will admit that when the premises of the 

syllogisms are constructed from first principles tre conclusion is 

true. Therefore, when after we arrive at the conclusion the 

estimative faculty still refuses to accent if, we know that its 

refusal is due to its nature, which refuses to accept what is not 

derived from sense objects. 

CUSTOMARY BELIIFS are propositions which are believed in 

because of popular belief alone. The masses anu the nseudowise 

consider them to be necessary first primiples of the pure intellect, 

@.i., "Falsehood is improper", *The pious man ought not to speak 

falsely, nor to enter the bathhouse without his cloak in 4 way thet 

would reveal his privy parts", "Justice is necessary and injustice 

improper", ete, These notions have been multiplied in om’'s hearing 

since youth, and people agree to them in order to improve their 

lives. The soul hastens to accept them, through hebit. They ma~- be 

strengthened by the gentle virtues. But if one could suppose that 

he was born a thinker and was not trained to gvodness nor attached 

to virtue nor accustomed to be friendly, and these propositi ons 

were brought to his intellect, it night be possible for him to 

refrain from accepting them. It is not like our saying trio is



more than one. Some of tnuese premises may be true, but only 

on the grounds of close examimtion or of evident truth, though 

people think they are abbelutely true, as they think the 

statement "God is omnipotent* is true. That is a customary belief 

and its denial is unworthy, but it is not absolutely true, for 

Be cannot create one like Himself. What one should say is 

that He .s able to do amerything that it is possible for Him to 

do. So,too, our saying "He is tmniscient™ when “e is not 

omniscient, for He does not know of another Existence like 

Himself. These customary beliefs may vary in strength and weak- 

ness avooratng to the varied customary beliefs, customs and 

habits. They may vary in different countries and among dif- 

ferent professions. a customary belief among physicians is not 

the same as among carpenters, and vice versa. A customary 

belief does not contradict falsehood, it contradicts the improper, 

while trath contradicts falsehood. ‘Truth may be improper and 

falsehood may be a popular customary belief. There is no 

doubt that first principles and some judgements of perception, 

opinions generally accepted all, and judgeuent of experiésce 

are customary beliefs. But we are dealing here only with 

beliefs bused on custom. , 

AUTHORITATIVS STuTMIINIS are judgements received fron 

excellent . 

men, the greatest in wisdom, and from elders of (ancient) 

times. ‘then these, received from them through their books 

and repeated, ure combined with sound judgement, they become 

established in the soul. 

IONS are those wiich are admitted by the opponent 

er are accepted as conventions by the two opponents alone.



For it is used only against an opponsnt but not against anyone 

elsé. admissions and custcmary beliefs differ as te their 

being universal or particular. Yor the latter ave ad: itted 

by all, while an admission is admitted by the opponent alone. 

SZMBLATC23 are those which are confussd with first 

principles or with judgements or experience, or with c.stomar’ 

beliefs because of their semblance, tut in truth they ere 

only outwardly similar. 

OPINIONS VfICH aPPBsR TO BY GSNTRALLYaCCZ>T=D are those 

which are accapted by whoever hears them and is satisfied 

with a first view and a cursory glance. fut when he investi- 

gates them more thoroughiy he finds them unacceptueble and 

perceives that they ave fulse, like the stxtenent "Help your 

brother the robber or the robbed." The s.ul at first accepts 

it, then investigates and only then r.alizes that to help 

the robber is not a logical consequence. 

PRESUPTIONS are accuired by opinion, 

but allow for the possibility of their contradiction, as it is 

said of him who goes out at night that he is a robber, for if 

he were not a robber he would not go out at night; or "If sm me- 

one has saved our enemy, he too is our enemy," . even though 

it admits the interpretation of his having saved him through the 

trickery and strategem of one of our friends. 

2MAGDIED THINGS ere premises which are known to be false 

but influence the soul to desire to antipathy, like calling 

sweetness Wormmrood, provoking the soul to reject it whkks as 

knowing it to be false. 

We shall now discuss the manner in which they are employed.



SIT: OF D: oF 2 into syllogisms; 

The firat five are suitable for demonstrative syllogisms. They 

are: first principle judgements, perception, judgements of ex- 

perience, opinions generally accepted, propositions containing 

in themselves syllogisms by their very nature; The value of 

proof is that it is used to reveal the truth and to achieve 

certainty. Customary beliefs and admissions are 

premises of the dialectical syllogism. Were the first 

principles and the others of the five and those which 

accompany them used in dialectic, it would have been stronger. 

But only cistomary beliefs and admissions are employed in 

dialectic because they are povular admissions. or the art 

of dialectic does not require stronger arguments than theses. 

The advantages of dialectic are four in number. 

EXPCSITION OF THE FOUR ADVANTAGES OF DIALECTIC: First, 

to train every beginner and everyone who does not proceed in 

the way of truth and whose understanding of the nsthod of 

proving truth by demons:ration is insufficient. They therefore 

turn him towards customary beliefs which he accepts as being 

necessarily true. and thus his false opinion is disproved 

by dialectic. Second, he who wishes to umerstand truth, and 

is intellectually superior to ordinary people and cannot be 

satisfied by mere rhetoric and persuasion, but yet cannot 

grasp the method of judgement, to be able to grasp the con- 

ditions of demonstration, may neve.theless acquire truth by 

means of dialectical syllogisms. This is the method of most 

jurists who seek knowledge. Third, it is impossible for 

students to know, through demonssration, the premises and 

principles of the doctrines of a particular science like 

medicine, geometry, etc., at the very beginning. Were they



to begin with these premises it would not be easy for them to 

erasp them. Therefore, they are suited to 

@ialectical syliogisms constructed of premises which are common- 

ly held opinions until it is possible to teach them by demonstre~ 

tion. Forrth; th nature of dialectical syllogisms mies it 

possible for the investigator to arrive at two contrary con- 

elusions in one thesis, If he does so, and investigates the © 

place of error, he may discover the truth through this investi- 

gation, This consideration of the art of dialectic will suffice. 

If it does not, there is a separate book dealing with it, Fur- 

‘ther preoccupation with this exposition is unnecessary. 

; are premises of 

  

sophistic syllogisms, they are of no use whatacever. We mist 

kmar them to avoid them. Sometimes they are employed to test 

whether one’s knowledge is defective or perfect. Therefore, 

it ia called « testing syllogism. It is sometimes employed to 

reveal the disgracfulness of one who pretends ke before the 

masses that he is wise and tims seeks to attradt them. For he 

oan be refuted by these premises and his ignorance revealed. 

After they truly know how he has erred and recognize his lack 

of knowledge they will not pay him eny heed, This is called an 

elimindting sylicgism, , 

BELIEFS WHICH APPEAR TO BE GENERALLY ACCEPTEDe presum- 

ptions, and authoritative statements ere suitable for premises 

or rhetorical 

end juridical syllogisms and wherever certitude is not sought. 

‘The advantage af rhetoric in influencing man's soul to desire 

truth and reject falsehood is well known, The same is true of | 

the advantages of figh, The exposition of rhetoric is « book in



itself. There is no need for its exposition. 

MAGINED THINGS are premises of the poetic syllogism, First 

principles, like the premises that are usually employed in 

rhetoric or poetry, am used only by way of poetry and imitation. 

Wiet is other than that; their apodictic character, is not needed 

except for investigevion in the demonstrative syllogism and the 

avoidance of error in the sophistic syllogism. We shall make its 

expositim brief. 

LLOGISM: we shall 

  

now mention the places of error concerning which we mat be 

cautious. They are ten in numbers 

FIRST: dialectical arguments come in confused form and many 

en error arises from them. It is proper for the student to 

become accustomed to arrange them in the above stated order 

so that he may..: know. whether it 1s a syllogism a no. 

If it is, then of what type, of what figure of the type, 

and of what mood of the figure. until the place of error is 

revealed, should there be one. SECOND: the middle tem must 

be understood and studied sufficiently to dencte the sme thimg 

in both premises. For if it should be even slightly changed 

by some addition or subtraction the syllogism would be destroyed 

and would result in error, ie have mentioned an example of 

this, when the universal negative is converted per se. If the 

statenent "No jug contains wine" is true, then its converse, 

"No wine is in a jug", is not true, because the conflitions 

of conversion are not understood. The conversion of the 

proposition, "No jug contains wine” should b3 "Nothing that 

contains wine is a jug". This, too, is true. The place of error



in the false conversion lies in the fact that the predicate of 

the original proposition is the word "contains winet and not 

simply "wine". The entire predicate should become the subject 

of the conversion. When you understand its comiitions, the 

conversion will be true. THIRD: the minor 

and major terms must be understood so there should be no 

change in meaning between them and the two extremes of the 

comlusion. For the syllogism requires the bringing together 

of the two terms with no change in meaning. This is made 

clear by what we have stated concerning the conditions of the 

contradictory. FOURTH: the three terms and the two extremes 

constituting the conclusion must be imestigated so that they 

do not contain a homonym. For frequently the term is one and 

the meanings many, and so the syllogism would not be a true 

one. This, too, has been mde clear by the condition @ the 

contradictory. FIFTH: cere muskxkexxansitexed the pronominal 

particles must be considered very carefully, for the direction 

of their predicate may change and cause error. Were we to say, 

"Whatever the knower knows hu is like what he knew,” our 

saying hu may refer to the knower or to the known, since we 

might say, what he already knew was the stone. Therefore, hu 

refers to stone. SIXTH:indefinite premises should not be 

considered to be true universally. Were they considered 

universal, the intellect would recognize their falsity. Thus, 

when it is said, "Men are in Egypt," the intellect accepts 

and believes it. But when this proposition is made universal, 

@.g., "All men are undoubtedly in Teypt, the intellect 

recognizes the fact that the proposition 

is not necessarily a universal. when it is said, "The friend



of your enemy is also your enemy”, the intellect accepts it. 

But when it is made universal, e.g. “Everyone who loves your 

enemy must also be your enemy”, then the intellect recognizes 

the fact that the proposition is not necessarily 4 universal. 

SEVENTH: when we assert the truth of the premise of a syllogism 

and the reason for the truth of the assertion is that we soucht 

@ contradictory for it and did not find it, this will not me 

necessarily affirm the truth d the assertion. It will be true 

only when we know that the thing itself has a contradictory 

that is true, not that we could not find it, for it may exist 

‘even thought we cannot find it immediately, as the assertion of 

the statenent that “God is omnipotent." For it would not occur 

to us that there might be something over which Ye did not have 

Dower until we realized that He could not create another like 

Himself. Then we becase aware of the exror of xour asser‘ion. 

But the true assertion is that "He is able to do everything that 

it is possible for Mim to do." This has no contradictory that 

istrue. EIGHTH:tfe premise should be outside ov the conclusion, 

so that the thesis should not be put as a premise o the syllogisn, 

in which case we would be begging the question. It would be like 

saying that the proof of the statement, "Every movement requires 

a mover", is that nothing moves by itself. But this is 

the very point of the elaim. He omly changed the wording end 

made it appear as proof. HINGE: e thing should not be, proved 

by something else whose proof depends on the very thing yu 

want to prove, as when it is said"The soul is immortal because 

it is etemally active", We cannot know that the sm id is 

eternally active as long as we do not know that it is immortal. 

For it is‘ only through its being immortal thet we can establish



that it is eternally active. TENTH: to guard against imagined 

things, common opinions and semblences and to regard as trie only 

first principles, judgement of perception and their like. When 

we have observed tise conditians, our syllogiam will, without 

éoubt, yiela a true conolnsicn and we will attain certainty. 

Then, even should we wish to doubt this being true, we should be 

unable to do 30, 

to adduce three examples of fallacious reasoning by which « 

very wise Roman tested me, and I shall tring their solution 

as he taught me. He said tone, "You ate what you bought." 

"What you bought is a live fish.” Therefore, "You ate a 

live fish." The two premises are correct, yet the conclusion 

is wrong. The solution is as follows: "what you bougnt” 

refers to substance only, while "live" is a quality. Therefore, 

this syllogism is a fallacy of the second ty:e. He further 

said, "You gave only one plain coin." "What you gave was 

yours." Therefore, "Only one plain coin was yours." The 

sclution is as follows: "plain coin is the subject of the 

minor premise, as *only one” is of the iddle term, which 

is suppressed in the major premise. So that he might have 

had a million gold coins. This, too, is a fallacy of the 

second type. He further said, "If time ceases now, it will 

not be day." “Whenever it is not day it is night." Therefore, 

"Now that time has ceased it is night.” The repeated middie 

term "It is not day” does not have the same weaning in both 

premises. In the first premise it means absolute absence of 

time while in the second premise it ans aifferent periods 

in time. This syllogism is a fullacy of the fourth type. 

FIFTH SZCTICN OF Tis BCOK CONCERNING the derivation of



the syllogism and.demonstration. There are four chapters. 

TUE FURST CHAPTER comerning the scientific problems to be investi- 

gated and their divisions: we refer to the questions which my 

oesur in the schiences. | ‘Bereare four, The first problem, 

Wwhésher* concems the existeme of the thing; the second, "what", 

concerns the easence of the thing; the third “which™, concerns 

what differentiates the thing from others which are inoluded in 

the sams genus; the fourth, "why", is the question of cause. The 

problem “whether” is two-fold in character. Part concerns the 

very fact of existence, as when we say, "Does God exist?", “Does 

the void exist?"; and part concerns the mods of existence, as 

when we say, "Does God will?", "Was the world created?" The 

problem "What" is also of a two-fold character: first, 1t trens- 

mits the meaning of the @eaker by giving his words the meaning 

he x intended, e.g., wha he said "“gheres"and was asked "What 

do you mean by itt", and said "The sun". Second, the question 

ds asked cmmcerning the essence of the thing, ¢.g-, "What is wine?" 

ant the answer is. "It is an intoxicating drink pressed from erepes". 

The problem "whet" in the first sense has precedence over the 

problem "whether". Far he who does not know wint thing is meant 

, cannot ask about its existence, But in the second sense it mist 

come after the problem “whether”, because as long as the fact of 

the existence of a thing is not known the question of its essence 

eannot be raised. The problem “which” is a question concerning 

@& fferential or distinguishing properties. The problem "why* 

is two-fold in 

oharacter. Part concerns the case of existeme, as when we 

sey, "Why was this oloak burned?” and we answer "because it 

@ fell into the fire". Part is a qiestion concerning the cause



of the assertion, eg, thet we ask "Why did ym say that the 

cloak fell into the fire?” You answer "Because I faind it 

barat". The problems “wiat" and "which" refer to conceptions. 

The problems "whether" and “why™ refer to judgements. 

THE SECOND CHAPTER concerning the demonstrative syllogism 

is divided into that thich reveals the cause of the existence of 

the conchision and that which reveals the cause of the judge- 

ment concerning the existence of the conclusion, The first is 

called the demonstration of the cause of the fact, the second 

the demonstration of the cause of the judgements For example, 

one who asserted that there is smoke in a certain Place, and 

when he was asked, “why did ym say thet in that place there is 

sucke?" said, “Because in that place there is fire, and wimrever 
there is fire there is.sucke, therefore, in thet place there is 

smoke", So this demonstration has revealed — 

the cause of the fact that "In that place there is smoke", ana 
tim cause of the existence of the ‘smoke, But when he said, "In 

that piece there is fire", and he was asked, "Why (did you aay 

the ,* and he answered, "Because in thet plaice th re is smoke", 

ané"Wherever there is smoke there is fire,” therefore, "In that 
Place there is fire", - - he revealed the cause of his judgement 

concerning the existence of the fire. But it does not reveal the 

oeuse of the existence of the fire, nor what caused it to reach 

thet place. In generel, the sffect indicates the ome, and the 

cause also indicates the effect. But the effect does not neces- 

sitate the cause, While the cause necessitates the effect. This 

is the point. One of the two effects my indicate the other when 

their inseparable connection is established, both being the f ef-



feota of one cause, In the demonstration of the cause of the fact 

(the middle term) doesm not have to be the cause of the existence 

of the entire mjor term. If at is the cause of the connection 

between minor and major terms, it is endugh that the middle term 

shouid cause the major term to be in the minor premise. Therefore, 

when you say, "Ali men are ems animals", ‘and “all animeis are matter", 

therefore, “All men are matter", this is & demonstration of the 

emse of the fact because the middie term ia the cause of the in- 

herenee of the mjor term yu in the minor. For man is matter be- 

eause he is an animal, e.¢.; ‘mtter" is en essential attritte of 

"animal". It follows that mm is mtter because he is en enim, 

not because of a more general attribute, Oss his existing, and 

nos. because of @ more particular attribute, e.g» his writing, or 

being tells em eS i 

THE TEIRD CHAPTER concerning things ercind which the demon- 

stretive sciences revolves. There are four: subjects, essential 

accidents. theses and extoms. 

| SUBTESTS: By this is meant the wibjecta Whose judgements 

are investigated in the solences, for every science without ex- 

eeption has a subject. matter whieh is investigated. And we 

inquire as to the judgements in that science, BeGes man's body 

in. relation to medicine, magnitude in relation to geometry, 

munher in relation to arithmetic, melody in relation to music 

and the actions of responsible beings in relation to juris- 

prudence. (In each one of these scienees) it is not incumbent 

on the one occupying himself therewith to prove the existence 

of these subjects (in his science). The jurist does not have 

to prove that man acts, nor do the geomsters hsvs to prove 

that magnitude is an accident which exists. Tne proof or this



4s attempted in another science. It is iacunbent uyon him to 

understand these subjects with their limits by way of conception. 

SHE ESSENTIAL ACCIDENTS: By this is meant the distinguishing 

properti:s which occur in the subjects of that science but do not 

occur outside of it, like the triangle and the quaurilateral in 

certain nagnitudes, the curved anu the straight in others. 

These are essential accidents of the subjects of g2ometry, as 

even and odd are of number, 

and harmony end = disharmony of melody, that is, relation (of 

sounds], and sickness and health of the animal; But it is neces- 

dary at the beginning of the investigeti on of every science to 

understand theses essential accidents, with their limits, by way 

of conception, Their existence in the mubjects only follows the 

demonstration of thet soience. For the purposes of the science 

is to demonstrate their existence in it. 

THE XN THESES: "Thesis"is an expression for the combination of 

these essential accidents with the subjects. They are the 

problens of each solence. Questime in it are asked conceming 

them, and in so far as questias are asked conceming them, they 

are called theses of thet science, In so far as they are investi- 

gated, they Sre callea problems, And in so far as they are con- 

clusions of a demonstrative syllogism, they are called conclusions. 

But whatever the names, all refer to the same thing. These names 

change With the change of the viewpoint. The mibject of every 

demonstrated thesis in science will be either the subject of tha 

acience or som of the essential accidents of the subject of tha 

science. If ita subject is the subject of the science it may be 

the subject i¢self, es it ie said in mthemtics, every mgnitude 

is wk either commensurate with another magnitude which is homo-



geneous with it, or is not commensurate with it. This is the 

thesis investigated: 4s it is said in arithmetic every number 

will be a half of another number if it is equidistant from the 

two m ends of the other number, e.g., five is half of the sum 

of six and four, and three and seven, and eight and two, and one 

and nine. Or the subject will be the subject of the science with 

an essential description, 

i.e. an essential accident. As it is said in geometry, the 

magnitude incommensurate to a thing is incommensurate to every 

magnitude which is commensurate with it. So what was teen wes 

the incommensurate negnitude, not mere mugnituee, seeing thet the 

incanmensurate is an essential attribute of the mugmditude. 

and as we say in arithmetic, if you multiply one-heulf of a 

numb: r - which is divisible into halves - by the other half, 

the product will be one-fourtn of the s:;iwre of the number, Here 

we tuke a divisible nunber, not number in genersl. Cr the subject 

will be one of the species of the subject of the science, 

as it is said in arit‘metic, "six", and "six" is a s-eciss of 

number. Or the subject will be one of the species of the 

subject of science sith a description of an essential acciuent, 

as «e say in geometry, a straizht line drawn to aavther strait 

line will yield two angles whose stm is e.usl to two right angles. 

The line is a species of negnitude which is the subject of the 

science, and straight is an essentisl accident ia it. or the 

subject will be only description, as you say in c2ometcy, the 

angles of every triangle are qual to to right angles. 

for triungles are essential accidents in some mxgnitudes. There- 

fore, the subject of the denonstreted theses in the sciences rust 

be one of these five. But their predic.tes are jarticular



essential attributes in thet subject. 

AxzOMS:; By this is meant the admited premises in that science 

by whbh theses are demonstrated. These premises ure not demon- 

streted in that science, Zither they are first principles, which 

are called axioms, as it suys in the bsginning cf fuclid, if 

equals are taken from equals co: added to equals equals remain. 

Or if they ace not first orinciples but admissions of ths student 

of that science, then if’ the stucent adnits them and is 

sutisfied, they are c.lled hypotheses. IF sae doubt remains in 

his soul they ara cellea yostulates. He will adcit then (to the 

one who advances them) only when they ure denonstvuted to hin 

by another science, so that in the asentine ne can build his 

proof on them as it is said fm the beginning of Tuclid, that 

we must udait that every point nay bacaze the center of a circle 

pee le deny the conve;tion to be dvawn around it, theugh sone 

of a circle, i.e., that the racii from the center to the circun- 

ference are equal. But it is admitted at the Licianing of the 

science. 

FOURTS CHAPTER concerning the conditions of the premises of 

demonstrations, There are fuur conditions: Tey :ust be true, 

n.cessary, immediate and esssntiul. By true ig neuat the certain, 

as for exunple first srinciples, perceptions una their like. This 

conéition has alxeady been mentioned. Sy necessury we neen thet 

the relation between subject and predicute should b+ a necessary | 

one, like the relation of "animal" to "man", not likes the 

relaticn of “writing” to "man" whenever ea necesse>y conclusion 

4s being s:ught. For if the premise is not necessury it will not 

compel the thinker to assert the necess.ty of the conclusion. 

Py immediate we mean that the yredicite cf the premise should



exist in the subject because of the subject, 9.g., hen you say 

"every animal is cor2oreal” it means that it is cox, oreal because 

it is an animal ond not because of we more universal attrilute, 

not as then you say (in the conclusion) "Mien is corsoveul’. For 

"He is corporeal" not bacause he is a men but decause he is an 

animal, ‘iich is nore universul. after we know thet ne is an 

enimal we moi that he is corporeal, Coxporeality is first 

asserted of aninels then through tae unimal it is extended to men, 

and it is corporeal not because of a more purticulur attribute 

than it, e.u., ‘animals -cite". It writes not te caus: it is an 

animal but hecause it is man. and man is a particular animal. 

So the first tern is thet predicate which has no niddle term 

between it and its subject. Thersfore, thet predicate will be 

immediately true of that middle term. Then this idea will be 

extended by means of the ::iddle term to the subject. This is 

the condition of the sajor premise. This condition does not 

hold in >renises which are conclusions 

of other syllogisms and are ziade premises of a new syllogisn. 

But they must be necessary and essentiel. The essvntial guards 

against irrelevant accidents, for the seiences do not desl “ith 

irrelevant accidents. It 1s of no concern to the jeometer whether 

the straight line or the circle is mors beautiful, or whether mr 

roundness is the contrary of straightness, because beautiful and 

its opposite are irrelevant to the subject of his science, i.e., 

magnitude. These attributes follow from magnitude not because 

they are :.ugnitude but because of an attribute which is nore 

universal than magnitude, i.¢., because it exists etc. The 

physician does not inquire whether or not the wound is circular 

er not, for roundness is not characteristic of the wound because



it is a wound but because of something more universal thun the 

wound. and when the physician says this wound is slow in hsaling 

becaus? it is circulur and circles ur. the widest of ficures he 

is not stating (anything in) the science of the shysician and it 

does not testify to nis knoiedge of medicine but of geometry. 

Therefore, the predicate must be essentiul in the thesis of the 

sciences and in the premises. 

But there is a slight difference between them, nanely, that 

the essential is applied in tvo meanings. One of them is thet 

the predicate is a part of the definition of the sub ect, e.g., 

"Man is an animal". For the predicate "“enimal" is essential 

because it is included in the definition "man", since the meaning 

of "man" is thut he is an unimul with certuin attributes. (The 

second is that the subject is part of the definition of the 

mmbiwx predicate, and the predicate is not zart of the definition 

of the subject) e.g., the crookedness of the nose, and the 

straightness of a line. For the crookedness of the nose is an 

expression used for the possessor of the nose with the special 

attribute "crooked". The nose is part of the devinition without 

adoubdt. The essential in the first sense cannot become the 

predicate of the conclusion in theses which ave iavestigated in 

the sciences because the subject is known only by it, and the 

Imowledge of it precedes the knowledue of the subject. Then how 

would its existenca in the subject be investigated? For he 

who has no conception of the triangle as it is defined will not 

investigute its laws. After he knows that he may investigate 

whether or not its angles are ejual to two right angles. But he 

cannot investigate whether or not a triangle is a figure because 

he must first understand what a figure is, and tien he must 

understand that it may be divided into a figure pounded by three



sides, i.e., a triangle, or by four sices, i.e., a quadrilateral. 

So the knowledge of the figure precedes tte: knoviedes of the 

triangle. 

PREMISES: The predicates of the premises, too, must be 

essential. The predicutes of both premises may be essential in 

the second sense, tut may not be essentiel in both premises 

in the first sense. For the conclusion then will be known before 

the premise because the essential is the very essence of that 

subject. We cunnot suy "Every man is an animai™ and "Svery 

animal is corporeal", "Therefore every uun is corzor.al", so that 

this should be a problem to be investigated ror the knowledge of 

corporeslity precedes the knewleuge of bein, a wan. and since 

the subject of the question is "man" we must first have u 

concestion of him before we investigate the lews about him. The 

conception of uan is necessarily preceded by the conception of 

animal and matter. Since we know matter, we know that it is 

divided’ into animal end non-animal, enc thet animal is divided 

into rational and non-rutional. But the predicate of the minor 

yremise may be essantial in the first sense and the predicateof 

the major pvreniss ssseatial in the second sense, anc eo 

This is what we wishec to ex lain about the rules of logic, 

and pruiss be to Sod aions. ‘the sciences of .ietusnrsics follows.


